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The History Makers
How GB Hockey’s Golden Girls Overcame the
Odds to Conquer the World
By Sarah Juggins and Richard Stainthorpe

Key features
• A gripping and fascinating, first-hand, fast-paced account
of Olympic gold medallists
• Exclusive interviews and insights from the players and
endorsement from both the BOA and England Hockey
• Ongoing extensive publicity campaign centred around the
2018 Hockey World Cup
• More than 200 high quality, colour action shots from
leading international hockey photographers
• Written by Richard Stainthorpe and Sarah Juggins, two of
the top hockey writers in the world
• Extensive publicity campaign planned with players and
coaches available for events and signings

Description
When Great Britain failed to qualify for the women’s hockey competition at the 2004 Athens Olympics, the sport was at its lowest
point. Sliding down the world rankings, in-fighting and discord within the squad, no funding and very little prospect of a bright
future.Three players – Crista Cullen, Helen Richardson and Kate Walsh – were junior members of that team, and would have been
forgiven for walking away at that point. Fast forward 12 years and the same three players were at the heart of the greatest moment
in Great Britain women’s hockey, standing on the podium in Rio de Janeiro with Olympic gold medals proudly hanging around
their necks. During those intervening years, the team had undergone a transformation. It was no easy journey, but a rollercoaster ride
of highs and lows, triumphs and disasters – with casualties along the way. The History Makers is more than an account of a famous
victory. It is the story of how a team changed its culture and its attitude and transformed a sport barely worth a mention in the press
into the provider of an Olympic moment that gripped the nation.
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